GAPS FILL QUESTIONS

Fill in the sentences with either MAKE or DO according to what you have learned in the post (you may need to conjugate the verb):

1. She is so annoying, she always _____ a fuss at the drop of a hat.
2. You can _____ what you like, but I think you are _____ a terrible mistake.
3. The worst chore I had as a kid was _____ the dishes every evening after work.
4. He was over the moon about passing the exam so he _____ a little dance.
5. I used to _____ about six assignments per week when I was at university, it was a heavy workload.
6. Have you _____ any arrangements for new year’s eve yet?
7. I couldn’t believe it. The race had gone perfectly to plan and then I had to fall over on the final straight and _____ a complete fool of myself.
8. I’m knackered from working all day so I want to sit around the house and _____ nothing all weekend.
9. Father Christmas _____ a list and checks it twice, trying to find out who’s been naughty or nice.
10. You shouldn’t be mean to others, it can _____ a lot of harm to people’s feelings.
ANSWERS

1. makes
2. do/making
3. doing
4. did
5. do
6. made
7. make
8. do
9. makes
10. do